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iNEMI and MEMS Industry Group (MIG)

• iNEMI and the MEMS Industry Group (MIG) have 

a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to 

work together in roadmapping MEMS 

Technologies. 

• The MEMS Industry Group (MIG), founded in 

2001, is the trade association advancing MEMS 

across global markets through conferences, 

workshops, and collaborative projects. 

• MIG members are leading contributors to the 

MEMS Chapter of the iNEMI roadmap.

• An important conclusion from our roadmapping 

effort is the need for testing standards

• This is driven from the fact that the cost of 

calibration and testing of MEMS contributes to 

as much as 60% of their manufacturing cost.
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Background

• The MEMS Industry Group (MIG) began surveying 

standardization requirements in response to 

recommendations from the 2009 M2M Forum. 

• MIG held a Workshop on Device Testing in 2010 

that identified needs for standardizing testing 

protocols for MEMS device datasheets.

• MIG also teamed with the ITRS and iNEMI to 

Roadmap MEMS Technologies, which are 

published annually, to continue to further 

articulate requirements.

• These efforts were culminated with a presentation 

by Len Sheynblat, VP of Technology at 

Qualcomm, entitled “The Importance of MEMS 

Standardization” at the 2012 M2M Forum. 
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MEMS Standardization Starts 

• In 2012, Ken Foust (Intel) and Carlos Puig 

(Qualcomm) spearheaded MIG’s Standardized 

Sensor Performance Parameter Definitions

(SSPPD).  

– Working with MIG’s member companies, a white 

paper was posted on MIG’s website in 2013.

• In 2013, MIG established an IEEE Standards 

Committee for MEMS Testing Standards.  

– The IEEE P2700 Working Group was formally 

established in January 2014 at IEEE MEMS.

• The Working Group adopted the SSPPD for 

its first standard.  

– The standard passed ballot and was published in fall 

2014.
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IEEE-P2700 MEMS Standard 
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IEEE-P2700 MEMS Standard 

Full scale range
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Zero-g offset
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iNEMI Project: Survey of Practices

• The next step (after terminology) is to 

develop the standard testing 

protocols.

– The SSPPD includes many types of sensors, 

including accelerometers, gyroscopes, 

magnetometers, barometers, hygrometers, 

etc. 

• The hurdle to overcome was to 

develop an industry consensus on the 

selection of the protocols to 

standardize.

• An iNEMI Project was established to 

survey protocols already used.

– Accelerometers were chosen as the staring 

point for this effort.
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Accelerometer Survey

• The goal of the survey was to identify 

commonality in the test methods used by device 

manufacturers to report device performance in 

their datasheets.

• The survey focused on MEMS accelerometers.

• The results of the survey are now driving 

discussions for developing standard testing 

protocols for the data sheets.



Test Please describe 

the testing 

method currently 

used or 

proposed.  

(Validation) 

Is/would this done 

with physical 

samples, in 

simulation, or 

both?

… Unit Definition

Full Scale Range … g (9.81 m/s2) Peak to peak measurement 

range of the sensor per 

each orthogonal axis

Zero-g Offset … mg (milli-g) 0g output deviation from 0g 

output value for each 

sensing axis

Zero-g Offset Temperature 

Coefficient
… mg/°C (milli-g per 

degrees Celsius)

0g output deviation from 

the expected 0g output 

value due to temperature 

change from 25 °C for each 

sensing axis.

Sensitivity … g/LSB The change in acceleration 

input corresponding to 1 

LSB change in output.

Sensitivity Temperature 

Coefficient
… %/°C (percent per 

degrees Celsius)

the sensitivity error 

corresponding to a 1 °C 

change in sensor 

temperature

…

Accelerometer Survey



Survey Results

• Three predominate methods are used for testing accelerometer sensitivity

– Gimbals, rotating surfaces, shakers.

– Wafer-level testing was also reported.

– Validation ranges from design/simulation all the way to 100% testing.

• The independent testing laboratories and algorithm developers reported 

that they primarily use gimbals for these performance tests.

• We also saw differences in methods reported by automotive and consumer 

device manufacturers, and the algorithm developers.

– Automotive and consumer applications have different performance requirements.

– Algorithm developers appeared to be investing more time in validation than the 

(consumer) device manufacturers.

– Military and aerospace applications are also likely to have unique requirements, 

i.e., shock calibration.



Summary

• The goal of this project was to survey MEMS accelerometer performance 

testing protocols.

• This project was motivated by the need for standard testing protocols.

• Standard testing protocols are needed to create uniformity in how 

manufacturers report device performance to their customers.

• Developing these standard practices benefits everyone in the supply chain:

– Device manufacturers, Test equipment manufacturers, Test houses and Algorithm 

developers, System integrators

• Developing consensus with the manufacturers, test houses, and systems 

integrators is more challenging than was expected.

– The device manufacturers and test houses want the systems integrators to 

commit to the testing protocols.

• The outcome of this project is a round robin experiment on accelerometer 

sensitivity testing.

– Each participating laboratory will use its own in-house test method.

– The differences between the labs and methods will be revealed by the experiment
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